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STAR PROGETTI

International leader in the research and development of electric infrared

S TA R P R O G E T T I G R O U P
INFRARED PRODUCTION LINES

STAR PROGETTI CERTIFIED COMPANY
Company with system of Quality certified to norm
UNI EN ISO 9001:2008

STAR PROGETTI GUARANTEES SAFETY, QUALITY,
SERVICE AND DESIGNING
Star Progetti considered the safety for the installators, distributors
and end-users as primary.
The seals of quality guarantee the product has undergone all the quality
trials and tests to verify the actual safety and reliability.
The Certifying Bodies carry out the supervision during the phases
of production and issuance in the market.
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STAR PROGETTI
INTERNATIONAL LEADER
IN THE RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT
OF ELECTRIC INFRARED

AT THE FOREFRONT
OF CONTROL AND
SAFETY IN PRODUCTION

QUALITY CONTROL AND SAFETY
STAR PROGETTI since 1993 has dedicated his efforts
in the research on the use of the infrared as a source
of heat within the civil,military and industrial fields.
On these year progress made by the research and
deveopment concerning this technology, applied to
its own devices, has reached an outstanding quality
and reliability.
HELIOS RADIANT® IRK products are currently considered
for these characteristics as the market leader.
Head quarters and plant at Tribiano (Milan) – Italy

Final control station with safety test report

Each device is controlled during production and is
subjected to safety test/final report procedures.
electronic safety control with a special and dedicated
device that issues a document undisclosing the
different checks as well as a safety test final report.
control check before packaging for content
verification with the related accessories
and documents.
The checks are performed for every
produced unit.

Machine after control issues safety certificates

SAFETY CERTIFICATE ATTACHED
ON THE EQUIPMENT

Plant at Mombretto di Mediglia (Milan) – Italy

The production is diversified and, as a result, there are
more than 100 models studied specially for the various
uses the market asks for and more specifically in the
fields of:
• ZONE HEATING
civil, industrial, public, hospitality and community
• INDUSTRIAL PROCESSING
solving many problems related to the production
industry and crafts

Head office Star Progetti France, Cuisery – France

• AGRICULTURE
in farming business
• LIVESTOCK
farms, heating and pet care
• PHOTOVOLTAICS
systems as a complement to alternative energy
sources for the various uses

Last control of pre-packaging
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Currently, Star Progetti's appliances offer the best result
in terms of efficiency, savings and safety.

A production line

Export department
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HELIOS RADIANT® IRK TECHNOLOGY
HEAT EMISSION - HOW IT WORKS
There are three main mechanisms of heat emission:

CONDUCTION
heating via direct contact between heat source and object.
CONVECTION
heating via air or liquid heated by heat source.
RADIATION
heating via transferred radiation, given off by an object whose temperature is
higher than that of the surrounding environment - as with the Sun, open flames,
or infrared radiant appliances. Objects receive infrared radiance given off by the source and
are immediately heated. HELIOS RADIANT® IRK equipment exploits this latter mechanism:
it directly heats the objects or persons it targets but not the surrounding air.
This principle makes for a highly functional system.
The heat can be projected to zones without dispersal or waste.

HELIOS RADIANT® IRK appliances feature a broad
spectrum (see “Emission spectrum” graph), but most of
the radiation produced is short wave, this type ensu ring
maximum yield for all industrial applications.
Star Progetti’s line of products is made up of a vast
range of items, to fit in with any number of industrial
applications, from zone heating to production heating
and industrial processing. Furthermore, these appliances
can be applied within other sectors (health, body care,
animal husbandry, breeding establishments and certain
other industrial ambits).

HELIOS RADIANT® IRK – BENEFITS
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Immediate heat delivery

One second

Clean energy

Non-pollutant; no toxic substances emitted and CO2

Safe energy

Shock-resistant, explosion-proof thermal bulbs

Considerable savings
Infrared heat

More than 92% of the energy used is transformed into heat
The heat is enhanced significantly by special reflectors, hence IRK
appliances are among the most powerful of their kind available in
the marketplace, with the lowest levels of absorption of electricity

Adjustment

Immediate, user-friendly heat adjustment system

Can be used with accessories

Timer - environment thermostat - motion detector radio remote control

No maintenance

Long bulb life (7000 hours approx.)

Heat can be focused

Zone heating

Compact design

Various models, each with their own design

HEALTHY WORKING ENVIRONMENT: MICROCLIMATE, HEATING AND AIR QUALITY
The human body optimally works when its core temperature (that is its internal temperature)
is kept within a given range in which it carries out physiological chemical reactions aiming at
ensuring a psyco-physical well-being state and not jeopardizing the worker’s health.
Helios Radiant® IRK removes moisture from workspaces with a resulting improvement of the
microclimate for the worker. Helios Radiant® IRK can keep the thermal comfort at workspaces and avoid
stressing situations. Helios Radiant® IRK adopts natural measures like the sun: shortwave infrared rays,
also employed in medical therapies and wellness centers.
AIR QUALITY
An important aspect is the air quality, that is not changed when using Helios Radiant® IRK,
because the air is not stirred, thus any dust is stirred either.
It is well known that industrial dusts can cause allergies to workers.
Ventilation in the room can be naturally carried out with windows open.

HELIOS RADIANT® IRK AND RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES
Planet earth is continually suffering because of many tonnes of CO2 emissions.
Due to those emissions, various countries pay considerable amounts of money.
This is not only an economic problem but a question of public health and future as well.
The broad direction of producing electric power from nature is ever increasing,
and this is done to the purpose of using it in contrast with combustion.
Helios Radiant® IRK exploits a natural source, eco-friendly and energy saving:
the equipment projected in the future for a zillion of applications.
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The highly innovative HELIOS RADIANT® IRK range of heaters is the outcome of
the experience and technological know-how of Star Progetti. Although designed
for various applications, their basic applications are zone heating and industrial
processing. HELIOS RADIANT® IRK heaters are a direct,immediate heat source
which shall revolutionize zone heating over the coming years.
In order to optimize the excellent performance specifications of the
INFRACALOR® bulbs used for its appliances, Star Progetti has produced and
patented its own exclusive designs for parabolic reflectors. These reflectors
are the end product of leading edge technological research programmes. They
enable extremely powerful sources of heat which is both uniform and directable.
Thanks to these unique features, HELIOS RADIANT® IRK appliances are, relative
to consumption, among the most efficient and most powerful available.
They are considered the absolute international market leaders.

FINALIZING AND OPTIMIZING THE INFRARED
RADIANT HEATING APPLIANCE

The success of HELIOS RADIANT® IRK systems is largely owing, over and above the quality
of the heat emission component, to our ability to,from the design stage on, precisely
calculate radiation levels (i.e. emitted heat) and the configuration of the selected system
in the area targeted.
With its applications software, Star Progetti is able to provide customers with models
on which the infrared system is to be installed, while assessing variables and needs.
The results obtained by the software are integrated with the data from an extensive
technical database pertaining to the problems at hand (primarily, system architecture
and properties of appliances).
These procedures enable both optimal results for projects and cost savings.

HELIOS RADIANT® IRK devices
are hazard-free.
With no contraindications,
they are suitable for
non-industrial and
electromedical use.
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CONCLUSION

Optimal distribution and
appliance installation, alongside
the use of dedicated reflectors,
ensures optimal efficiency for
HELIOS RADIANT® IRK.
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HELIOS RADIANT® IRK:
EXCLUSIVE TECHNOLOGY TOP QUALITY

Solar quality heat – U.V.-free, for a naturally friendly
and comfortable environment.
Environmentally compatible, noise-free, ecological,
no combustion, condensation-free, causes no
dispersal of dust.

HELIOS RADIANT® IRK HIGH HEAT YIELD, NO DISPERSAL, BIG SAVINGS,
THANKS TO STAR PROGETTI’S EXCLUSIVE, PATENTED REFLECTORS
If the reflector is not produced with suitable
materials, it will not have the correct shape with
respect to the entire range of optical criteria
applying to the specific required use, and cannot,
in terms of consumption and savings, ensure
excellence of performance ensured by powerful,
uniform heat beam.

Various models to be selected according to project
and design.

TOTAL - IRRADIANCE MAP FOR INCIDENT FLUX
EXIT SURFACE
(2.5e+003,2.5e+003,3e+003)

(-2.5e+003,2.5e+003,3e+003)
W/m2
97
83.143

69.286

55.429

EXCLUSIVE STAR PROGETTI REFLECTORS
These (symmetric, asymmetric, double concentric
parabolic curve) reflectors were designed by
Star Progetti and manufactured with special
aluminium and other materials which ensure the
highest performance ratings. Concentration of the
radiance is uniform and not scattered.
HELIOS RADIANT® IRK appliances guarantee
energy yields which are 30% higher than the
other radiant heaters on offer within the market.
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No buildiing and masonry work required, as opposed
to gas and air heating systems. Conformity with
strict regulatory requisites not required.

41.571

No maintenance – HELIOS RADIANT® IRK ensures
long bulb life (approx. 7000 hours).
Rapid reaction – heat takes just one second to reach
target – no preheating.
Heats large areas.

Greatly superior to the white or red quartz lamps available
in the marketplace!
Uniformity of emision and broad angle of radiation.
Can target certain specific areas. Save by not heating areas
unecesarily (zoniing).
Approved by Italian Quality Institute
(IMQ – istituto italiano di Qualità)
CE mark: EMC 2004/108/CE Directive • BT 2006/95/CE
Directive.
Conformity with EN 60335-1 and EN 60335-2-30 safety
standards.

Long-life heat beams enabling cover for areas
located at a considerable distance from heater.

Conformity with EN 55014-1; EN 55014-2; EN 62233;
EN 61000-3-2; EN 61000-3-3 electromagnetic compatibility
standards.

HELIOS RADIANT® IRK heating is cheap:
€ 0.13 per kW/h.

Conformity wiith EN 50366 norms applying to exposure of
human beings to electromagnetic fields.

27.714

13.857

Heating can be directed precisely as you would direct
lighting (heating system similar in nature to lighting
system).

0.0000

(2.5e+003,-2.5e+003,3e+003) millimeters
-(2.5e+003,-2.5e+003,3e+003) millimeters
Irradiance Min: 3.3138e-006, Max: 96.81, Total Flux: 857.02 W 262743 Incident Rays
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STAR PROGETTI’S INFRARED RESEARCH
CENTRE HEATING UNITS AND THE LAWS
OF PHYSICS
While the heat sources emit infrared rays, it is by
means of the complementary heating units that
heating action and zoning (field -adjusted radiance
heating) can be fully ensured, for uniform delivery
and optimal yield. Our aim is to seamlessly combine
performance and big savings on running costs.

CONSTRUCTING

Research has enabled Star Progetti to produce a line of appliances which are
suitable for each of the seven use regimens. These solutions clear the ground of
the widespread (but mistaken) view that any lamp or bulb and any simple sheet
reflector will suffice to produce an efficient infrared radiant heating appliance for
all uses. The other mistaken view is that one module will suffice for all uses, and
that these modules can be added to each other for greater heat yield. No, this is
impossible! You get greater consumption but not greater heat yield. You can only
achieve greater heat yield from appliances specifically designed for specific uses.

PROBLEM-SOLVING

DESIGN

Star Progetti has been designing and
manufacturing IRK infrared radiant
appliances since 1993.
The corporate research centre behind our
production processes has focussed on finding
the ideal equations which take into account
the main variables that impact infrared
radiation heating performance, including
uniform emission of heat. Star Progetti’s
research has led to a focus on specific and
varied use ranges. We have therefore
formulated at least 7 regimens.

THE 7 REGIMENS CONSIDER:

1
2
3
4
12

ambient and desired temperatures
various types of users
the architectonic characteristics of ambients
positioning requirements (various heights)

Star Progetti designs and produces top performing, top quality
infrared radiant IRK appliances for many uses:very low-cost
zoned heating of indoor and outdoor areas; use in various
sectors, including specific industrial processing tasks.
The ability to produce a technically valid infrared appliance
does not depend on lamps and reflector sheets. It depends on
research (also on the laws of physics), for production of the
most appropriate heating units.

HELIOS RADIANT® IRK - heated zone, closed off with
Star Progetti partition walls

5 needs relating to decor
6 maximum flexibility of use
7 optimal running costs, hence energy savings
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ZONING
HELIOS RADIANT® IRK:WISELEY USED ENERGY MEANS CLEAN,
WASTE-FREE HEATING PRECISELY WHERE AND WHEN YOU WANT IT
THE PROBLEM

Keeping people warm in very large buildings exposed to draughts is a big problem. Avoiding heat
dispersal through doors which are constantly opening and closing is another tough challenge.
Warm air from traditional heating systems is generally dispersed (also when it rises to the empty
ceiling spaces).

THE HELIOS RADIANT® IRK SOLUTION

With HELIOS RADIANT® IRK you can aim your infrared heat like a torch, to where it’s needed.
HELIOS RADIANT® IRK infrared’s action is based on infrared heat radiation.
The heat stays put, where the people are. It does not rise to ceilings or escape through
windows or doors. Installing HELIOS RADIANT® IRK systems is easy, wherever they
are required. They also make for big savings when it comes to heating large
industrial spaces. Since HELIOS RADIANT® IRK deploys infrared radiance as
opposed to exploiting air as a heat vector, you can save as much as 70% on bills,
compared to traditional gas and electricity systems.
Since the heat is zoned and is delivered immediately, HELIOS RADIANT® IRK
not only saves on bills but also provides the answers to all heating needs,
also for environments presenting heating problems.

HELIOS SAFE INDUSTRY
Designed for application in
ATEX environments
(STAR PROGETTI’s patent)

HELIOS RADIANT® IRK heats
only the zones where heat is
required. Delivery is
immediate, waste and
dispersal are curbed, and
heating expenditure is
slashed.

A great deal of heat is
wasted when traditional
solutions are adopted.
The warm air rises and is
dispersed, while working
zones are left unheated.

RECOMMENDED POSITION
Opposite walls
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Walls

Corners

Optimal positioning
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ZONING
STAR PROGETTI TECHNOLOGY - HEATING ONLY THE ZONES
WHERE HEAT IS REQUIRED
HELIOS RADIANT® IRK can be used in all types of building or environment in which the
use of traditional heating systems is impeded or, when used, these systems bring with them
no end of problems… and no end of extra costs!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Trade fair premises, exhibition halls
Industrial premises
Workplaces (indoor and outdoor)
Churches, large meeting halls
Health and fitness structures
Warehouses, storerooms etc.
Loading and unloading docks
Markets
Waiting areas
Changing rooms and sports facility zones
Garages and body shops
Terraces, unroofed areas
Zones exposed to draughts
Farm premises, greenhouses,breeding
establishments, milking sheds
Zoos, racing stables
Building sites
Restaurants, hotels, pubs and bars
Bar terraces, gazebos
Prevention (condensation, freezing)
Processing of surfaces, drying and industrial
processes of all kinds

HELIOS RADIANT® IRK heating uses:
Star Progetti appliances are also used on
premises (such as departments or offices)
which require heating, but not
continuously (dressing rooms, rooms for
meetings, showrooms, offices, premises
with inadequate heating etc.).

PLANNING

HELIOS RADIANT® IRK heats only operative
workstations.The plans show an operative
work zone, with one non-operative
workstation. The larger outlying areas are not
fully heated. Heating is limited to operative
workstation (operators are free to adjust
heating levels according to their own needs).
Your company saves on bills while ensuring
team worker comfort.

When estimating the
heating coverage, it
should be taken into
account that the
horizontal model
widens the covering
area, whereas the
vertical model
concentrates the
coverage with a
resulting increase in
power.
The covering areas can
also vary according to
the installation
elevation and the
synergy created by a
greater number of
heaters working at the
same time. In that case,
the performance of
heaters is considerably
higher.
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MONEY-SAVING HEATING SOLUTIONS
HELIOS RADIANT® IRK:
EXCELLENT HEATING SYSTEM AND BIG SAVING
Big heating bills, heat wasted on a large sale, team workers unhappy. These are the kind of
problems that frequently arise with traditional heating systems. Our customer research data
testifies to considerable waste, mainly due to very high ceilings and vehicle gateways.
Star Progetti appliances can bring big savings.
Here’s how:

ONLY THE AREAS WHERE PEOPLE ARE WORKING GET HEATED, AND ONLY
WHEN THE WORKSTATIONS ETC. ARE MANNED
NO PREHEATING REQUIRED – HEAT DELIVERY
IN 1 SECOND
CORPORATE BUDGET HEATING
BILLS EXPENDITURE SLASHED

WITH HELIOS RADIANT® IRK HEATERS:

7O%

on heating bills! Targeted, immediate heating of
Save up to
workplaces only when you need it *

5O% on installation costs: you need no more than a power line!
Save 4O% on appliance costs *
Save

* comparison with traditional gas and electricity heating systems

Heating only
the zones where
heat is required
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A NUMBER OF IMPORTANT ITALIAN CUSTOMERS HAVE DECIDED TO
SAVE MONEY BY USING HELIOS RADIANT® IRK:
• ACCIAIERIE TRAVI&PROFILI
• ACCIAIERIE VALBRUNA
• ACQUARIO GENOVA
• AIA
• AIRMADI
• AMADORI
• AQUALIS
• ARCA SPA
• ARMANI
• AUTOGRILL
• BANCA BCI
• BARILLA
• BASF ITALIA SPA
• BLOOMFIELD STADIUM
• BOOTS COMPANY
• BREDA SPA
• BORGHI TRASPORTI
• CASERMA EDERLE
• CAVAGNA GROUP

• COPRON
• COMPOSAD
• CREMONINI SPA
• CEMENTIZILLO SPA
• C.R.I. ITALIA
• DHL ITALIA
• ELG STEEL
• ESSELUNGA
• FIAT GROUP
• FINCANTIERI
• FONDERIA MAZZUCCONI SPA
• FORM
• FUMAGALLI SPA
• GUCCI SPA
• GRUPPO ATLAS FILTRI
• GRUPPO CARRARO
• GRUPPO MARCEGAGLIA
• HOTEL VILLA S. MICHELE
FIESOLE

• HOTEL SPLENDIDO
PORTOFINO
• HOTEL FIERA MILANO
• IDROELETTRICHE RIUNITE
• ILVA
• IKEA ITALIA
• INNSE CILINDRI - GRUPPO ILVA
• ITALCEMENTI GROUP
• KNOL INT. SPA
• LATTE BUSCHE
• NAVAL AIR STATION SECURITY
• DEP. US - SIGONELLA
• MADEL SPA
• MANULI RUBBER SPA
• MECONDOR
• MERCATI COMUNALI MILANO
• MERCATI GENERALI
DI TORINO
• MC DONALD’S
• MG MECCANOPLASTICA

• MISTERDAY
• MOBILDEA
• OMAV SPA
• O.M.R.
• ORIENT EXPRESS HOTELS
• PALA K
• PEG PEREGO SPA
• PESSINA TUBI MILANO
• PIONEER HI BREAD
• PORSCHE ITALIA
• POSTE ITALIANE
• POTOCCO SPA
• QUADRAMEDICAL
• RANA
• RATTI SPA
• RAMPINELLI SPA
• REGGIANI MACCHINE SPA
• REXITE
• SAINT GOBAIN

• SALDOTECNICA LIGURE
• SDA EXPRESS COURIER
• SESSA MARINE
• SEGAFREDO
• SHIMANO ITALIA SPA
• SMURFIT KAPPA ITALIA SPA
• STERILGARDA
• TECNOFORM
• TRENITALIA
• TETRAPACK
• TENARIS DALMINE
• US MILITARY BASES
AROUND THE US
• VERNICIATURA PADANA
FORESI
• VICENZI
• Z.M.L INDUSTRIES
(ELECTROLUX)
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HEATING FOR INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES
VARIOUS INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
HELIOS RADIANT® IRK heaters provide efficient, low-cost solutions for any number of
industrial applications for which heating is required.
With their adjustable heat output, these appliances meet many industrial needs, above
all in the mechanical engineering, food, packaging, textiles, chemicals, boat-building,
agriculture and food, and animal husbandry sectors.
Processing time cuts are frequently obtained, lowering production costs considerably.
STAR PROGETTI provides the ideal solution for all situations in which zoned, adjustable
heating is required. Industrial plant temperature levels can be maintained.
Processing times can be reduced in many sectors, and, more importantly, production
costs can be reduced.

HELIOS RADIANT® IRK
IMMEDIATE HEAT, ADJUSTED TO NEEDS – PROCESS OPTIMIZATION
Corporate managers can contact Star Progetti’s technical team for analysis of problems
requiring solutions enabled by the company’s know-how gained over time while producing
other systems.
Specific systems for industrial needs can be produced on the basis of such analysis, and the
systems may be used alongside the standard appliances already used by customers.
Star Progetti’s technical team is committed to seeking out the most innovative and
appropriate solutions for industrial applications.

HELIOS RADIANT® IRK
the problem-solver:

▼ Removes humidity/damp
▼ Provides specific temperatures
▼ Drying
▼ Conditioning of materials
▼ Glueing/bonding times speeded up
▼ Resin polymerization
▼ Triggers catalysis for resin finish
▼ Paint drying
▼ Maintenance of controlled temperatures for machinery
▼ Pre-processing heat treatment of materials
▼ Heat sterilization
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Other solutions are
available upon the
customer’s request
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HEATERS PATENTED FOR
ATEX ENVIRONMENTS

Heater designed and
patented for application
In ATEX environments

Working places with explosion risk are ruled by many law obligations.
The Atex Directive 94/9/CE prescribes for the minimum safety requirements the electric devices
should comply with when working in virtually explosive environments, so as not to represent a
virtual source of primer.
The title of the kind of area is determined in accordance with the odds of an explosive environment
and mainly depends on the following:
▼ quantity and frequency of inflammable substance emissions in a specific environment
▼ state of ventilation in the environment

HEATING UP DANGEROUS FIRE-RISK WORKING
AREAS IS NO LONGER A PROBLEM …
HELIOS SAFE INDUSTRY IP66 heater has been designed, manufactured and tested to work
in full safety in virtually explosive environments and made in compliance with the Atex
regulations in force.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS IN VIRTUALLY FIRE RISK OR FIRE PRIMER
AREAS REQUIRING THE USE OF HELIOS SAFE INDUSTRY IP66 COMPLYING
WITH ATEX REGULATIONS:

▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
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Working areas in the presence of fuel oil / fuel / flammable powder
Rooms storing flammable materials
Body shops
Wood industry
Chemical – Pharmaceutical industry
Agricultural – livestock sectors
Boatyards

Wood industry – painting booth

HELIOS SAFE INDUSTRY IS SUITABLE TO BE INSTALLED IN AN EXPLOSIVE
ENVIRONMENT ASSESSED AS ZONE 2-22 , IN ACCORDANCE WITH
DIRECTIVES 94/9 AND 99/92 CE ATEX
GAS - STEAM
zone 2

environment where it is likely that an explosive atmosphere, consisting
of a mixture of air with flammable substances, under the form of gas,
steam or fog, lasts just for a short time (typically in a state of anomaly).

POWDER
zone 22

environment where an explosive atmosphere under the form of a cloud
of combustible powder in the air shows up during normal operation but
lasts just for a short time.

Helios Safe Industry heaters can be installed in 2-22 working zones.

HEATING BY HELIOS SAFE INDUSTRY
PRESENCE OF FLAMMABLE GAS

✔ YES
PRESENCE OF FLAMMABLE POWDER
✔ YES
PRESENCE OF EMISSION SOURCES
✔ YES
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MODULAR PARTITION WALLS FOR WORKING AREAS

TO RAPIDLY CREATE ROOMS AND SHELTERED WORKING AREAS
The partition walls enables separation of environments and workspaces for creating new
spaces (also on a temporary basis). Spaces can be extended and protected, and heated with
HELIOS RADIANT® IRK.
The modular partitions provide flexible responses to the needs posed by modern logistics.
Our logistical needs frequently vary. At times separated areas are required for people
or materials, even for a limited period of time.

THE CHEAPEST IDEAL SOLUTION FOR:
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WHY USING STAR PROGETTI’S PARTITION WALLS?

STRUCTURE: sturdy polyester powder coated oven-processed aluminium structure. Thick safety glass
with perfectly rounded edges. The lower fire-resistant panel is in a highly resistant and long-life
composite material. The module can be also equipped with either frosty glass or smoked glass, for a
better privacy of the environment. Nuts and bolts are in stainless steel.
ACCESSORIES: by the easy couplings supplied you can create fixed walls, movable walls, doors and
openings according to your company logistics. Moreover, the available telescopic supports allow to
either rest or fix the modules on any kind of floor, even the most difficult one.
SAVINGS: the partitions allow great savings in designing the environments.
SAFETY: they ensure the utmost safe situations because complying with the fireproof standards in
force and law 81 (ex 626).
MAINTENANCE: none, just normal cleaning.
FREE PROJECT DRAWING: the engineering department can supply you with a 3D project drawing for
the spaces to fit out.
ASSEMBLING AND DISASSEMBLING: fast, a few minutes are enough.
ENLARGEABLE: the system can be enlarged by additional modules, easily and according to the needs,
without installation costs.
WARRANTY: 10 years.
AVAILABLE COLOURS:
WHITE RAL 9010
GREEN RAL 6005
MICACEOUS IRON
BLUE RAL 5002
BORDEAUX RAL 3009

69 cm

102,5 cm

200 cm

height 150/180 cm

• Dividing and protecting workspaces
• Creating pleasingly healthful environments for people
• Creating areas that can be enlarged subsequently according to
requirements and without additional installation costs
• Providing protection against drafts, dust, smoke, noise and
environmental sources of interference
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HP HIGH POWER MODELS – HIGH POWER – ALUMINIUM STRUCTURE
CODE HP1-15/HP1-20 – SINGLE-PHASE
ADJUSTABLE FIELD, FOR WALL
OR CEILING INSTALLATION
COLOUR: CREAM RAL 1013

Dimensions
Packing
Net weight
Gross weight

1500 WATTS (CODE HP1-15)
2000 WATTS (CODE HP1-20)
220-240V 50/60HZ
HEATS APPROX. 12 SQ. M.*

IK08

**

ADJUSTABLE FIELD, FOR WALL
OR CEILING INSTALLATION

(cm) 42x25,5x13
(cm) 32x19x50
(kg) 4
(kg) 4,40

3000 WATTS (CODE HPV2-30)
4000 WATTS (CODE HPV2-40)
220-240V 50/60HZ
HEATS APPROX. 18/20 SQ. M.*

comfort zone
approx. 12 sq. m.
17°C (floor)

C

IK08

**

CODE HP2-30 / HP2-40 - SINGLE-PHASE
ADJUSTABLE FIELD, FOR WALL
OR CEILING INSTALLATION
COLOUR: CREAM RAL 1013

Dimensions
Packing
Net weight
Gross weight

3000 WATTS (CODE HP2-30)
4000 WATTS (CODE HP2-40)
220-240V 50/60HZ
HEATS APPROX. 25/27 SQ. M.*

IK08

**

• Accessories provided: 1,5 electric cable,
wall bracket, for vertical and horizontal
field adjustment
• Installation height: 3.20-3.50 m (code
HP2-30) - 3.40-4.00 m (code HP2-40)
• Optimal position: wall angle (45°) or
ceiling angle (45°) on vertical axis

COLOUR: CREAM RAL 1013

IK08

IK08
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**

• Accessories provided: wall bracket for vertical
and horizontal field adjustment
• Installation height: 4.00-5.00 m (code HP3-45T)
5.00 m - (code HP3-60T)
• Optimal position: wall angle (45°) or ceiling angle (45°)
on vertical axis
• Can be connected to single-phase and three-phase electrical system

** Protection against outside mechanical impacts by special optional available grids.
* The range test data may vary according to installation height, environmental conditions and synergic relations established between installed heaters.
With regard to synergy, heating results may be considerably higher.

(cm) 128x25,5x13
(cm) 137x32x19
(kg) 10
(kg) 10,50

A

comfort zone
approx. 35 sq. m.
21,7°C (floor)
B

**

(cm) 42x53x13
(cm) 45x19x60
(kg) 6,5
(kg) 7,40
Test at 8°C (ambient)*
with HPV3-60T
A = 5,0 m
B = 5,0 m
C = 6,0 m

A

• Accessories provided: wall bracket for vertical and
horizontal field adjustment
• Installation height: 5.00 m (code HPV3-45T)
- 5.00-5.50 m (code HPV3-60T)
• Optimal position: wall angle (45°) or ceiling angle (45°)
on vertical axis
• Can be connected to single-phase and three-phase electrical system

comfort zone
approx. 30 sq. m.
18°C (floor)

C

B

CODE ROBOT TEL - SINGLE-PHASE

Test at 8°C (ambient)*
with HP3-60T
A = 5,0 m
B = 5,0 m
C = 7,0 m

DEGREE OF PROTECTION IP20
FOR INDOORS

Dimensions
Packing
Net weight
Gross weight

DEGREE OF PROTECTION
IP20 FOR INDOORS

C

4500 WATTS (CODE HP3-45T)
6000 WATTS (CODE HP3-60T)
220-240V 380V 50/60HZ
HEATS APPROX. 32/35 SQ. M.*

C

B

4500 WATTS (CODE HPV3-45T)
6000 WATTS (CODE HPV3-60T)
220-240V 380V 50/60HZ
HEATS APPROX. 25/30 SQ. M.*

comfort zone
approx. 25 sq. m.
21°C (floor)

Dimensions
Packing
Net weight
Gross weight

comfort zone
approx. 20 sq. m.
24°C (floor)

COLOUR: CREAM RAL 1013

A

CODE HP3-45T / HP 3-60T - SINGLE/THREE-PHASE
ADJUSTABLE FIELD, FOR WALL
OR CEILING INSTALLATION

• Accessories provided: 1,5 m electric cable, wall bracket
for vertical and horizontal field adjustment
• Installation height: 3.20-3.50 m (code HPV2-30)
- 3.50-4.00 m (code HPV2-40)
• Optimal position: wall angle (45°)
or ceiling angle (45°) on vertical axis

ADJUSTABLE FIELD, FOR WALL
OR CEILING INSTALLATION

(cm) 85,5x25,5x13
(cm) 32x19x93
(kg) 7
(kg) 7,70

B

A

CODE HPV3-45T / HPV3-60T - SINGLE/THREE-PHASE

Test at 8°C (ambient)*
with HP2-40
A = 3,5 m
B = 5,0 m
C = 5,0 m

DEGREE OF PROTECTION
IP20 FOR INDOORS

(cm) 42x39x13
(cm) 45x19x49
(kg) 5
(kg) 5,80
Test at 8°C (ambient)*
with HPV2-40
A = 3,5 m
B = 4,0 m
C = 5,0 m

DEGREE OF PROTECTION IP20 FOR
INDOORS

A

B

Dimensions
Packing
Net weight
Gross weight

COLOUR: CREAM RAL 1013

Test at 8°C (ambient)*
with HP1-20
A = 2,8 m
B = 3,0 m
C = 4,0 m

DEGREE OF PROTECTION IP20
FOR INDOORS

• Accessories provided: 1,5 electric cable, wall bracket
for vertical and horizontal field adjustment
• Installation height: 2.50/2.70 m (code HP1-15)
- 2.70/3.00 m (code HP1-20)
• Optimal position: wall angle (45°)
or ceiling angle (45°) on vertical axis

CODE HPV2-30 / HPV2-40 - SINGLE-PHASE

C

VERTICALLY ADJUSTABLE FIELD,
WITH TELESCOPIC STAND, FLOOR SUPPORT
WITH WHEELS AND BLOCK
COLOUR: CREAM RAL 1013
3000 WATTS (2X1500 WATTS)
220-240V 50/60HZ

Dimensions
Packing
Net weight
Gross weight

(cm) h 114/180x65x65
(cm) 101x55x21
(kg) 18,50
(kg) 20

HEATS APPROX. 20/25 SQ. M.*
DEGREE OF PROTECTION IP20 FOR INDOORS

• Accessories provided: 3 m electric cable, schuko plug,
bulbs can be turned on separately, shield grids
• TILT device against fall and overturn
• Positioning: floor
** Protection against outside mechanical impacts by special optional available grids.
* The range test data may vary according to installation height, environmental conditions and synergic relations established between installed heaters.
With regard to synergy, heating results may be considerably higher
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TITAN SP SUPER POWER MODELS
CODE EHT1-15 / EHT1-20 – SINGLE-PHASE
ADJUSTABLE FIELD, FOR WALL INSTALLATION
OR CEILING INSTALLATION
NO GLASS
COLOUR: WHITE RAL 9016
1500 WATTS (CODE EHT1-15)
2000 WATTS (CODE EHT1-20)
220-240V 50/60HZ
HEATS APPROX. 15/20 SQ. M.*

Dimensions
Packing
Net weight
Gross weight

IK08

**

ADJUSTABLE FIELD, FOR WALL
OR CEILING INSTALLATION.
WITHOUT GLASS
COLOUR: WHITE RAL 9016

(cm) 47x23x13
(cm) 60x35x30
(kg) 3,80
(kg) 4,20

comfort zone
approx. 20 sq. m.
20°C (floor)

C

IK08

**

CODE EHT2-30 / EHT2-40 – SINGLE-PHASE
ADJUSTABLE FIELD,
FOR WALL OR CEILING INSTALLATION
NO GLASS
COLOUR: WHITE RAL 9016

Dimensions
Packing
Net weight
Gross weight

IK08

**

• Accessories provided: wall bracket, protection grids,
two 1.5 m electric cables, bulbs can be turned on separately,
designed for ceiling installation with chains option
• Installation height: 5.00-5.50 m
• Optimal position: wall angle (45°) or ceiling angle (45°) on vertical axis
• Can be connected to single-phase and three-phase electrical system

INCLINABLE MODEL TO BE WALL MOUNTED,
HIGH TEMPERATURE RESISTANT PROTECTION
GLASS AND SAFETY VALVE
COLOUR: CAST IRON

(cm) 104x23x13
(cm) 115x35x30
(kg) 6,90
(kg) 7,50

C

Dimensions
Packing
Net weight
Gross weight

IK08
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**

** Protection against outside mechanical impacts by special optional available grids.
* The range test data may vary according to installation height, environmental conditions and synergic relations established between installed heaters.
With regard to synergy, heating results may be considerably higher.

A

ADJUSTABLE FIELD, WITH FLOOR SUPPORT

(cm) 47x47x13
(cm) 49x17x48
(kg) 5,70
(kg) 6,50

COLOUR: CAST IRON

Test at 8°C (ambient)*
with EHTV2-40
A = 5,0 m
B = 5,0 m
C = 6,0 m

C

B

Dimensions
Packing
Net weight
Gross weight

(cm) 47x113x51
(cm) 27x47x100
(kg) 9,80
(kg) 11

HEATS APPROX. 20 SQ. M.
DEGREE OF PROTECTION IP20 FOR INDOORS

A

• Accessories provided: 3 m electric cable,
switches, schuko plug, bulbs can be
turned on separately, shield grids
• Positioning: floor

comfort zone
approx. 30 sq. m.
22°C (floor)
B

comfort zone
approx. 12 sq. m.
24°C (floor)

CODE V400F IP20

3000 WATTS (2X1500 WATTS)
220-240V 50/60HZ

DEGREE OF PROTECTION IP25
RAIN - AND SPLASH-PROOF

(cm) 53,5x27x20
(cm) 59,5x31x24
(kg) 9,2
(kg) 10,5
Test at 8°C (ambient)*
A = 2,5 m
B = 3,0 m
C = 4,0 m

• Supplied with: high temperature resistant protection glass,
bracket for wall installation, 1,5 m electric cable, high temperature
resistant protection glass and SAFETY VALVE
• Installation height: 2.50-3.00 m
• Optimal position: wall angle (45°)
• Especially suitable in industrial sectors requiring
compliance with ATEX regulations

comfort zone
approx. 30 sq. m.
24°C (floor)

3000 WATTS (CODE EHTV2-30)
4000 WATTS (CODE EHTV2-40)
220-240V 50/60HZ
HEATS APPROX. 30/32 SQ. M.*

• Accessories provided: shield grid, two 1.5 m electric cables,
wall installation anchorage, designed for ceiling installation
with chains option, bulbs can be turned on separately
• Installation height: 4.00-4.50 m (code EHTV2-30)
- 4.50-5.00 m (code EHTV2-40 )
• Optimal position: wall angle (45°) or ceiling angle (45°)

Dimensions
Packing
Net weight
Gross weight

DEGREE OF PROTECTION IP66
PROTECTED AGAINST RAIN,
WATERJETS, WAVES, DUST AND HUMIDITY

CODE EHTV2-30 / EHTV2-40 – SINGLE-PHASE
ADJUSTABLE FIELD,
FOR WALL OR CEILING INSTALLATION
NO GLASS
COLOUR: WHITE RAL 9016

C

B

HEATS APPROX. 10/12 SQ. M.*

A

B

comfort zone
approx. 44 sq. m.
22°C (floor)

CODE EHSAFE15 - EHSAFE20 - HELIOS INDUSTRY SAFE

Test at 8°C (ambient)*
with EHT2-40
A = 5,0 m
B = 5,0 m
C = 6.0 m

DEGREE OF PROTECTION IP25
RAIN- AND SPLASH-PROOF

• Accessories provided: shield grid, two 1.5 m electric cables,
wall installation anchorage,designed for ceiling installation
with chains option, bulbs can be turned on separately
• Installation height: 4.00-4.50 m (code EHT2-30)
-4.50-5.00 m (code EHT2-40 )
• Optimal position: wall angle (45°) or ceiling angle (45°)

A

1500 WATTS (CODE EHSAFE15)
2000 WATTS CODE EHSAFE20)

3000 WATTS (CODE EHT2-30)
4000 WATTS (CODE EHT2-40)
220-240V 50/60HZ
HEATS APPROX. 28/30 SQ. M.*

(cm) 47x71x13
(cm) 48x73x18
(kg) 8,5
(kg) 9,4
Test at 8°C (ambient)*
with EHTV3-60
A = 5,0 m
B = 6,5 m
C = 6,0 m

DEGREE OF PROTECTION IP25
FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR AREAS

A

B

Dimensions
Packing
Net weight
Gross weight

4500 WATTS (CODE EHTV3-45)
6000 WATTS (CODE EHTV3-60)
220-240V 380V 50/60HZ
HEATS APPROX. 39 SQ. M.*

Test at 8°C (ambient)*
with EHT1-20
A = 4,0 m
B = 4,0 m
C = 5,0 m

DEGREE OF PROTECTION IP25
RAIN- AND SPLASH-PROOF

• Accessories provided: shield grid, 1.5 m electric cable,
wall installation anchorage, designed for ceiling installation
with chains option
• Installation height: 3.50-4.00 m (code EHT1-15)
- 4.00-4.50 m (code EHT1-20 )
• Optimal position: wall angle (45°) or ceiling angle (45°)

CODE EHTV3-45 – EHTV3-60 – SINGLE/THREE-PHASE

C

IK08

**

** Protection against outside mechanical impacts by special optional available grids.
* The range test data may vary according to installation height, environmental conditions and synergic relations established between installed heaters.
With regard to synergy, heating results may be considerably higher.
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WATERPROOF MODELS
CODE V400F/2
REVOLVING MODEL WITH FLOOR STAND

Dimensions
Packing
Net weight
Gross weight

COLOUR: CAST IRON

CODE EH2000W2SS
ADJUSTABLE FIELD,
FOR WALL INSTALLATION,
WITH SAFETY GLASS
IN STAINLESS STEEL AISI 304 A2

(cm) 51x34x57
(cm) 53x36x59
(kg) 4,50
(kg) 5,50

1500 WATTS
220-240 V

2000 WATTS
220-240V 50/60HZ

HEATS APPROX. 12/15 SQ. M.*

HEATS APPROX. 12/14 SQ. M.*

DEGREE OF PROTECTION IPX5
PROTECTED AGAINST RAIN AND WATER
JETS (PATENT STAR PROGETTI)

DEGREE OF PROTECTION IP23
RAIN-PROOF

• Accessories provided: 3 m electric cable,
protection grid
• Positioning: floor

IK08

**

Dimensions
Packing
Net weight
Gross weight

(cm) 50x23x16
(cm) 57x28x22
(kg) 5
(kg) 6,40
Test at 8°C (ambient)*
A = 2,5 m
B = 3,0 m
C = 5,0 m

DEGREE OF PROTECTION IPX5
PROTECTED AGAINST RAIN AND
WATER JETS (PATENT STAR PROGETTI)

C

B

ADJUSTABLE FIELD,FOR WALL
INSTALLATION. WITH SAFETY GLASS

Dimensions
Packing
Net weight
Gross weight

COLOUR: BLACK

(cm) 35x24x18
(cm) 36x28x21,5
(kg) 2,5
(kg) 3

B

CODE EH2000W2
Dimensions
Packing
Net weight
Gross weight

(cm) 50x23x16
(cm) 57x28x22
(kg) 5
(kg) 6,40

MODEL ON FLOOR SUPPORT,
WITH VERTICAL FIELD ADJUSTMENT.
WITH SAFETY GLASS
COLOUR: BLACK
1300 WATTS
220-240V 50/60HZ

Test at 8°C (ambient)*
A = 2,5 m
B = 3,0 m
C = 4,0 m

HEATS APPROX. 12/14 SQ. M.*
DEGREE OF PROTECTION IP23
RAIN-PROOF

Dimensions (cm)
heater
35x24x18
support
47x32x52
Packing
(cm) 44x24,5x37,5
Net weight (kg) 4,80
Gross weight (kg) 5,30

HEATS APPROX. 7/8 SQ. M.*
DEGREE OF PROTECTION IP54
RAIN-, SPLASH-, DAMP- AND DUST-PROOF

A

• Accessories provided: shield grid,
3 m electric cable, schuko plug
• Positioning: floor

comfort zone
approx. 12 sq. m.
26°C (floor)
B

C

CODE EHWP2/7

2000 WATTS
220-240V 50/60HZ

* The range test data may vary according to installation height, environmental conditions and synergic relations established between installed heaters.
With regard to synergy, heating results may be considerably higher.

comfort zone
approx. 7 sq. m.
22°C (floor)

C

B

• Accessories provided: safety glass, wall installation
bracket, 3 m electric cable, schuko plug
• Installation height: 2.50-3.00 m
• Positioning: wall angle (45°)

A

• Accessories provided: wall bracket
• Installation height: 1.90-2.20 m
• Optimal position: wall

comfort zone
approx. 15 sq. m.
29°C (floor)

ADJUSTABLE FIELD,
FOR WALL INSTALLATION,
WITH SAFETY GLASS
COLOURS:
CAST IRON - CREAM RAL 1013

Test at 10°C (ambient)*
A = 1,9 m
B = 2,5 m
C = 2,8 m

HEATS APPROX. 7/8 SQ. M.*
DEGREE OF PROTECTION IP54
RAIN-, SPLASH-, DAMPAND DUST-PROOF

A

• Accessories provided: wall installation bracket,
3 m electric cable, schuko plug
• Installation height: 2.50-3.00 m
• Positioning: wall angle (45°)
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comfort zone
approx. 12 sq. m.
26°C (floor)

1300 WATTS
220-240V 50/60HZ

HEATS APPROX. 15 SQ. M.*

**

A

CODE EHWP1/7

1500 WATTS
220-240V 50/60HZ

IK08

(cm) 50x23x16
(cm) 57x28x22
(kg) 5
(kg) 6,40
Test at 8°C (ambient)*
A = 2,5 m
B = 3,0 m
C = 4,0 m

• Specific for seaside zones and areas
with corrosion problems
• Accessories provided: safety glass,
wall installation bracket, 3 m electric cable, schuko plug
• Installation height: 2.50-3.00 m
• Positioning: wall angle (45°)

CODE EHWP65/15
ADJUSTABLE FIELD,
FOR WALL INSTALLATION
NO GLASS
COLOURS:
CAST IRON - CREAM RAL 1013

Dimensions
Packing
Net weight
Gross weight

C

** Protection against outside mechanical impacts by special optional available grids.
* The range test data may vary according to installation height, environmental conditions and synergic relations established between installed heaters.
With regard to synergy, heating results may be considerably higher.
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WATERPROOF MODELS
CODE EHWP3/7

MODEL ON FLOOR
SUPPORT WITH ROUND BASE.
WITH SAFETY GLASS
COLOUR: BLACK
1300 WATTS
220-240V 50/60HZ

Dimensions
heater
Floor support
Round base
Net weight
Gross weight

CODE VPF2 (SMOKERS' POINT)
EQUIPPED WITH TWO
HELIOSA 11 ADJUSTABLE

(cm) 35x24x18
(cm) 105x7,5x5
(cm) 39,5x39,5x9
(kg) 13
(kg) 15

COLOUR: CAST IRON
3000 WATTS (2X1500 WATTS)

Dimensions
Height
Table
Net weight
Gross weight

(cm) 45x9x10
(cm) 222
(cm) dia. 66
(kg) 32
(kg) 38

HEATED AREA ROUGHLY 12-15 SQ.M.*

HEATS APPROX. 7/8 SQ. M.*
IPX5 PROTECTION RATING - WATERPROOF,
PROTECTED AGAINST RAIN AND
WATER SPRAYS (STAR PROGETTI PATENT)

DEGREE OF PROTECTION IP54
RAIN-, SPLASH-, DAMPAND DUST-PROOF

• Accessories provided: 3 m electric cable,
schuko plug, telescopic support adjustable
from 107 cm to 200 cm and with round base
• Optimal position: floor
IK08

• Equipped with: automatic presence detector:it is started only when people
get close to it
• 5 m electric cable with schuko plug,protection grids
• TILT device against fall and overturn

**

Ideal for the reception
of smokers

CODE EH110/15 - EHTOP15SS

REVOLVING MODEL,
SUITABLE FOR INSTALLATION ON WALL
COLOURS: MICACEOUS IRON, (CODE EH110/15)
BRIGHT STAINLESS STEEL AISI 304 A2 (CODE TOP15SS)
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(cm) 43X8X11
(cm) 50,5X14X20,5
(kg) 2
(kg) 2,5

EQUIPPED WITH MOBILE STAND
AND TWO INFRARED HEATERS
OF HELIOSA 66 MODEL
COLOUR: CAST IRON

1500 WATTS

3000 WATTS (2X1500 WATTS)

HEATS APPROX. 10/12 SQ.M.*

HEATED AREA ROUGHLY 35-40 SQ.M*

DEGREE OF PROTECTION IPX5
PROTECTED AGAINST RAIN AND
WATER JETS (STAR PROGETTI PATENT)

IP 20 PROTECTION RATING – FOR INDOORS

• Equipped with: wall bracket, 1.5 m electric cable, protection grid
• Installation height: 1,90 – 2,20 m approx.
• Optimal position: wall angle (45°)

COMPACT MODEL
ideal for limited areas to be heated,
changing rooms, showers, toilets, etc.

Dimensions
Packing
Net weight
Gross weight

CODE VTOW30FM (HELIOS TOWER)
Dimensions
Height
Base
Side arm
Net weight
Gross weight

(cm) 51x21x15
(cm)250
(cm)70x82
(cm)80
(Kg) 29
(Kg) 32

• Accessories provided: 6 m electric cable, schuko plug, 2
switches for single or double start, TILT device against fall and
overturn, 2 protection grids in stainless steel

• Model in bright stainless steel (code EHTOP15SS):
specific for seaside zones and areas with corrosion problems

** Protection against outside mechanical impacts by special optional available grids.
* The range test data may vary according to installation height, environmental conditions and synergic relations established between installed heaters.
With regard to synergy, heating results may be considerably higher.

Movable model for workspaces
indoors with adjustable heaters

* The range test data may vary according to installation height, environmental conditions and synergic relations established between installed heaters.
With regard to synergy, heating results may be considerably higher.
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ACCESSORIES FOR STAR PROGETTI'S HEATERS

POWER REGULATORS
Special power regulators for immediate
adjustment of HELIOS RADIANT® IRK
heater power benefits

THE ADVANTAGES

• Easy to install: directly on wall electrical
outlet or electrical switchboard
• Optimal temperature setting
• Device for reducing electricity consumption
• Built-in suppressor, electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC)
(compulsory under CE standards)
• Fuse (surge protection)
• Connection to timer, thermostat,
presence detector and thermocouple enabled

STAR SENSOR
Presence Detector for the automatic
start of the heater
Specifically to automatically detect the presence of one or
more persons; controls activation of HELIOS RADIANT® IRK
• Power detected (max): 3000 watts
• Colour: black
• Dimensions: 15x15x8 cm
• Packaging: in carton of 6 units
• Code: ST13

STAR 1
• Power regulator: from 0 to 2000 Watts
- single-phase
• Weight: 0.410 kgs
• 100% adjustable
• For wall socket
• Dimensions: 6x13,5x6 cm
• Code: STAR1EX

STAR 2
• Power regulator: from 0 to 4000 Watts
- single-phase
• Weight: 0.870 kgs
• 100% adjustable
• For switchboard
• Dimensions: 9x10,5x12 cm
• Code: STAR2

STAR 3
• Power regulator: from 0 to 8000 Watts
- single-phase
• Weight: 1.340 kgs
• 100% adjustable
• For switchboard
• Dimensions: 9x16x12 cm
• Code: STAR3

STAR 4
• Power regulator: from 0 to 3000 Watts
- single-phase
• Weight: 1.240 kgs
• 100% adjustable
• For wall socket and switchboard
• Dimensions: 21x9.5x8.5 cm
• Code: STAR4NEW

STAR 5
• Power regulator: from 0 to 9000 Watts
- three-phase
• Weight: 1.230 kgs
• 100% adjustable
• For switchboard
• Dimensions: 9x16x12 cm
• Code: STAR5

NEW POWER REGULATOR WIRELESS
STAR 6 – STAR 7
• Power regulator: from 0 to 4000 Watts (cod. STAR6)
or from 0 to 6000 watt (code STAR7)
• 100% adjustable
• For wall
• 3 preset channels
• Waterproof IP54

REMOTE CONTROL SWITCH IP45

REMOTE CONTROL SWITCH
FOR ONE OR MORE HEATERS

For inside and outside areas
• Wireless
• Remote control
• 3 preset channels
• Max 3500 watts
• Operating distance:
25 m without obstacles
• It operates on 3 areas
• Code SW3500

NEW

3 channel remote control

• Operating distance: 25 m without obstacles
• Detected power (max): 3600 Watts per socket
• Remote control
• 3 preset channels
• It operates on 3 areas

CODE 205S/1 (Single start)
CODE 205S/3 (Triple start)

to connect to the unit
or to the electrical system
to connect to the unit or
to the electrical system
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INFRACALOR® LONG LIFE BULB

CODE EB1300 - SPECIAL BULB 1300 WATTS 240 V, R7S CONNECTION

FLOOR SUPPORTS

TRIPOD 2 STAND
Universal telescopic stand, with
a round base and black knobs

CODE SP990515 IP20 INFRACALOR® SPECIAL BULB 1500 WATTS 240 V,
R7S CONNECTION

• Adjustable Height:
from 107 to 200 cm
• Weight: 9 kg
• Ideal for models:
HP1-15/HP1-20
EH2000W2
EHWP65/15
EHT1-15/EHT1-20
EH110/15 - EHTOP15SS
• COD. TRIPOD2
POLE PACKING
BASE PACKING
GROSS WEIGHT
STAND
NET WEIGHT

HELIOS RADIANT® IRK not just for heating but also
• FOR DESSICATION, DRYING • FOR HEAT REQUIRED
• FOR INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES

cm 5x105x8
cm 42x42x7
kg 10,8
cm 107-200
Kg 10

CODE SP990501 IP20 INFRACALOR® SPECIAL BULB 1500 WATTS 240 V,
CONNECTION BY CABLE

CODE SP990502 IP20 INFRACALOR® SPECIAL BULB 2000 WATTS 240 V,
CONNECTION BY CABLE

SCALA STAND
Universal stand, ‘Scala’ model, with
a triangular base.

CODE SP990510 IPX5 INFRACALOR® SPECIAL BULB 1500 WATTS 240 V,
CONNECTION BY ‘FASTON’ ELASTOTHERM CAPS

• Structure in steel
• Height: 2.13 m
• Code 201FM - cast iron
• Code 201B - white
• Width of Scala stand: 9 cm
The stand consists of 3 pieces
PACKING
STAND
GROSS WEIGHT
NET WEIGHT

cm 107x44x10
cm 50x38
Kg 13,6
kg 12

A brand Star Progetti Company

CODE SP990504 IPX5 INFRACALOR® SPECIAL BULB 2000 WATTS 240 V,
CONNECTION BY ‘FASTON’ ELASTOTHERM CAPS
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TECHNICAL DATAS
MODELS

CODE

POWER
(WATTS)

PROTECTION
RATING

COLOUR

SUITABLE
FOR MOBILE
SUPPORT

DIMENSIONS
(CM)

HP1-15
HP1-20

1500
2000

IP20

CREAM RAL 1013

X

42X25,5X13

4

HP2-30
HP2-40

3000
4000

IP20

CREAM RAL 1013

85,5X25,5X13

7

HP3-45T
HP3-60T

4500
6000

IP20

CREAM RAL 1013

128X25,5X13

NET WEIGHT RECOMMENDED
INSTALLATION
(KG)
HEIGHT (MT)

10

CODE

POWER
(WATTS)

PROTECTION
RATING

COLOUR

2,50/2,70
2,70/3,00

V400F

3000

IP20

CAST IRON

47X113X51

9,80

FLOOR

3,20/3,50
3,40/4,00

V400F2

1500

IPX5

CAST IRON

51X34X57

4,50

FLOOR

EHWP65/15

1500

IPX5

CAST IRON

X

50X23X16

5

2,50/3,00

X

50X23X16

5

2,50/3,00

X

38X22X17

2,5

1,90/2,20

4,80

FLOOR

38X22X17
HEATER
ADJUSTABLE
STAND
107 - 200

13

FLOOR

43X8,3X11

2

1,90/2,20
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FLOOR

MODELS

SUITABLE
FOR MOBILE
SUPPORT

DIMENSIONS
(CM)

NET WEIGHT RECOMMENDED
INSTALLATION
(KG)
HEIGHT (MT)

4,00/5,00
5,00

SINGLE/THREE-PHASE

HPV2-30
HPV2-40

3000
4000

IP20

CREAM RAL 1013

42X39X13

5

3,20/3,50
3,50/4,00

CAST IRON
CREAM RAL 1013

EH2000W2
2000

IP23
STAINLESS STEEL
AISI 304

EH2000W2SS
HPV3-45T
HPV3-60T

4500
6000

IP20

CREAM RAL 1013

42X53X13

6,5

5,00
5,00/5,50

SINGLE/THREE-PHASE

EHWP1/7

ROBOT TEL

3000

IP20

CREAM RAL 1013

114/180X65X65

18,50

1300

IP54

BLACK

FLOOR
38X22X17
HEATER
EHWP2/7

EHT1-15
EHT1-20

1500
2000

IP25

WHITE RAL 9016

X

47X23X13
47X23X13

3,80

3000
4000

IP25

WHITE RAL 9016

EHTV2-30
EHTV2-40

3000
4000

EHTV3-45
EHTV3-60

4500
6000

IP25

WHITE RAL 9016

1500
2000

IP66

CAST IRON

IP25

104X23X13

WHITE RAL 9016

6,90

IP54

BLACK
47X32X52
STAND

3,50/4,00
4,50/5,00

EHWP3/7
EHT2-30
EHT2-40

1300

1300

IP54

BLACK

4,00/4,50
4,50/5,00
CAST IRON
CREAM RAL 1013

EH110/15
EHTOP15SS

1500

IPX5

X

5,70

4,00/4,50
4,50/5,00

VPF2

3000

IPX5

CAST IRON

47X71X13

8,50

5,00/5,50
5,00/5,50

HEIGHT 222
Ø TABLE 66

53,5X27X20

9,2

2,50/3,00

VTOW30FM

3000

IP20

CAST IRON

HEIGHT 250

47X47X13

STAINLESS STEEL
AISI 304

SINGLE/THREE-PHASE

EHSAFE15
EHSAFE20

38

X

FLOOR
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